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ABSTRACT 
This thesis compared the combustion performance of algae-based hydroprocessed 
renewable Diesel fuel (HRD) and HRD/F-76 blends, to that of conventional Naval Diesel 
fuel, F-76.  The tests were conducted using a two-stroke, direct injected Detroit 3-53 
Diesel engine.  The cetane number (CN) of the HRD used was 78 while the CN of the F-
76 used was 46.  The start of injection (SOI) was measured with a strain gauge mounted 
on the mechanical fuel injector rocker arm.  SOI was found to advance as load increased 
and retard as speed increased; however, SOI remained constant with the use of the 
different fuels HRD or F-76.  Ignition delay (IGD) decreased significantly with HRD 
which is consistent with the much higher CN.  The heat release rate analysis performed 
determined that the shorter IGD of HRD led to later combustion phasing, increased 
overall combustion duration and lower maximum rate of pressure rise.  The use of HRD 
also resulted in lower max cylinder pressure.  These results suggest that the combustion 
performance of HRD has no detrimental effects on the Diesel engine tested. 
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Petroleum products comprise 33% of our nation’s total energy usage [1] and the 
U.S. uses 18.8 million barrels of petroleum every day.  Even with technological 
advancements leading to improvements in fuel economy and public awareness on 
conservation, the Annual Energy Outlook of 2013 predicts our petroleum consumption 
levels to be the same in 2040 as they are today [2].  Due to the finite supply of fossil 
fuels, alternative and renewable energy resources may need to represent a large 
percentage of future energy consumption. 
The U.S. currently imports 45% of its crude oil [1].  The Department of Defense 
(DoD) is the single largest consumer of energy in our nation [3], using approximately two 
percent of the U.S. petroleum demand, amounting to 337,000 barrels per day (bpd).  The 
Navy itself uses 46,000 bpd of Naval Diesel fuel (NATO F-76) to power ships and land 
vehicles and 47,000 bpd of Naval jet fuel (JP-5) to fuel its aircraft.  This large 
dependence on foreign oil jeopardizes energy security, possibly affecting the Navy’s war 
fighting capability.  “Our energy security is potentially subject to uncertainties that could 
impact the operations of the Navy and Marine Corps assets.”[4] 
In 2009, the Secretary of the Navy (SECNAV) outlined the following energy 
goals [5]: 
• Sail Great Green Fleet by 2016, a Carrier Strike Group fueled by 
alternative power.  Successful operation was demonstrated by the Green 
Strike Group during RIMPAC 2012. 
• Reduce non-tactical petroleum use in the Navy’s commercial fleet 50% by 
2015. 
• Increase alternative energy ashore: By 2020, 50% of  the Navy’s shore 
based energy will come from alternative sources and 50% of Navy and 
Marine Corps installations will be energy net-zero. 
• Increase alternative energy Navy wide: By 2020, 50% of total energy of 
consumed will come from alternative sources. 
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To meet these goals, the Navy has implemented a program utilizing renewable 
biofuel to supplement petroleum based F-76 as a drop-in replacement, requiring no 
modifications to be done to engines currently in use.  Currently, one likely candidate fuel 
is Hydroprocessed Renewable Diesel (HRD) derived from algae, a renewable biological 
source.   
The first generation of Diesel biofuel is known as biodiesel.  Biodiesel is 
produced by the transesterification of vegetable oils or animal fats into fatty acid methyl 
esters (FAMES) or fatty acid ethyl esters.  Biodiesel and biodiesel blends have been 
banned from use in deployable and tactical DoD military engines due to issues with fuel 
storage and handling; including water entrapment, formation of fuel-water emulsions, 
facilitation of microbial contamination and chemical degradation [6]. 
HRD is a second generation biofuel.  It is referred to by different names— 
Hydroprocessed or Hydrotreated Renewable Diesel or simply Renewable Diesel.  For the 
purpose of this paper, it will be called Hydroprocessed Renewable Diesel or HRD.  
Hydroprocessed Vegetable Oils (HVO) is a broad term used to describe either HRD or 
Hydroprocessed Renewable Jet fuel (HRJ). 
HRD is also produced from biologically-based oils, such as vegetable oils, animal 
fats, or oils from other plant life such as algae.  However, unlike first-generation 
biodiesel, the hydrotreating process used to create HRD removes oxygen from the 
chemical makeup of the fuel resulting in a pure hydrocarbon fuel which eliminates the 
problems mentioned above with biodiesel.  The hydrotreating process is already utilized 
by petroleum refineries today, simplifying production. 
B. MOTIVATION 
The Office of Naval Research (ONR) criteria for acceptable renewable fuels for 
Naval use are: “Alternative fuels aboard Navy ships must be compatible with current 
Navy fuels, tolerant to seawater compensation, have flash point characteristics equivalent 
to current Navy fuels, have long-term storage capabilities, resistance to biocontamination, 
and will not negatively impact the current Navy fuels logistics.” [4]. 
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Algae HRD meets the above requirements, but knowledge of HRD combustion 
performance within Naval Diesel engines is not sufficient. “Research needs to address a 
methodology for fuel characterization and combustion qualification for acceptable 
operation of current and proposed gas turbines and Diesel engines that may be deployed 
by the Navy and Marine Corps” [4].   
Most liquid fuel properties of the algae-based HRD used in this study are similar 
to that of F-76 with the exception of cetane number (CN).  CN is often directly related to 
the delay before autoignition occurs in a Diesel engine, a metric known as ignition delay 
(IGD).  IGD is the time or crank angle degree (CAD) between start of injection (SOI) and 
start of combustion (SOC) [7].  The CN of F-76 is 46 compared with the much higher 78 
for HRD [8]. 
C. LITERATURE REVIEW 
1. Hydroprocessed Renewable Diesel Performance 
While combusting HVO in a direct injection turbocharged small automobile engine, 
Sugiyama et al. [9] found that HVO combustion decreased hydrocarbon emissions with 
reduced fuel consumption of up to 5% compared to number 2 Diesel fuel (conventional 
Diesel fuel). Sugiyama’s study found that the “heat release rate was advanced with 
shortened ignition delay to improve combustion.”  Less smoke, particulate matter and ISOF 
emissions were also found.  Sugiyama et al. concluded: “These results indicate that HVO 
can be adopted in direct injection Diesel engines even at various blend ratios.” 
A 2007 study by Kuronen et al. [10], which compared HVO to sulfur-free Diesel 
performance in multiple heavy duty Diesel engines, found that emissions from engines 
fueled by HVO resulted in significantly lower nitric oxides (NOx), hydrocarbons (HC), 
and carbon monoxide (CO).  Mass-based fuel consumption was found to be 1- 2% lower 
due to the higher Lower Heating Value (LHV) of HVO.  However, the lower density of 
the fuel resulted in a volumetric fuel consumption which was 5-6% higher than 
conventional Diesel.  A similar study by Aatola et al. [11] found similar results on 
emissions including a 35% reduction in smoke when HVO was tested in a heavy duty 
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Diesel engine. By optimizing the injection timing the study suggests that even better 
improvements in emissions can be made. 
Recent work by researchers at the United States Naval Academy (USNA) looked 
at the combustion performance of algae-based HRD compared to that of F-76 [12].  This 
study was done using an indirect injected four-stroke Diesel High Mobility Multipurpose 
Wheeled Vehicle (HMMWV) engine.  A heat release rate analysis was conducted to 
compare key engine metrics such as SOI, IGD, combustion duration (CD), angle of peak 
pressure (AOP), peak pressure (PP), indicated mean effected pressure (IMEP), brake 
mean effective pressure (BMEP), brake specific fuel consumption (BSFC), and carbon 
dioxide (CO2) emissions. 
The HMMWV engine used by Caton et al. has a common rail injection system 
which allowed SOI to be determined by measuring the rapid rise in the fuel line pressure.  
SOI for HRD was found to be later than F-76 across the speed load map.  This is 
illustrated in Figure 1 with engine speed on the vertical axis and the fuel-air equivalence 
ratio, phi, on the horizontal axis. 
 
Figure 1.  Start of Injection Comparison (CAD): SOIHRD - SOID. From [12] 
Ignition delay was found to be less for HRD than F-76.  This study calculated 
IGD as the difference between SOI and 10% mass fraction burn point (CAD10).  Figure 2 
illustrates the difference found between the IGD of HRD to the IGD of F-76 (IGDHRD – 
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IGDF76).  Negative numbers indicate that the IGD of HRD fuel was shorter than that of 
conventional F-76 fuel by the indicated number of CAD.  
 
Figure 2.  Ignition Delay Comparison: IGDHRD-IGDF76. From [12] 
The study also found combustion duration (CD) to be longer for HRD by 0.5 to 
1.5 CAD (Figure 3).  AOP was found to be similar for HRD and Diesel (Figure 4), while 
PP of HRD compared to F-76 were found to be 2-6% lower (Figure5). 
 




Figure 4.  Angle of Peak Pressure Comparison (CAD): AOPHRD-AOPD. From [12] 
 
Figure 5.  Peak Pressure Comparison as a Ratio: PPHRD/PPD. From [12] 
This study concluded that the high cetane HRD fuel still maintained satisfactory 
engine performance overall. 
2. Cetane Number Fuel Effects on Performance 
Cowart et al. [14] looked at the combustion performance of multiple high CN 
fuels compared to that of F-76 also in a HMMWV engine.  The fuels tested were 
hexadecane (also known as cetane), which is used as a high CN reference fuel in the 
ASTM cetane number test [7] with an assigned value of 100.  Also investigated were a 
Fischer-Tropsch (FT) fuel with a high CN of 75, JP-5 with a CN of 46, and F-76 with a 
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CN of 44.  An interesting finding from this research was that even though the FT fuel and 
JP-5 have a higher CN than F-76, the IGD for the two fuels was longer.  The authors 
hypothesize that this is due to the fuels reduced density which leads to slower penetration 
into the combustion chamber. 
To better understand the effects CN has on combustion, Olree and Lenane [13] 
tested fuels with CN ranging from 35 to 55.  Their study compared the different fuels 
IGD and max rate of pressure rise (MRR).  SOI was determined by the output of the 
injector needle-lift signal.  IGD was found to correlate with CN as expected; the higher 
the CN the lower the IGD across the engine points tested.  Olree and Lenane comment on 
how IGD affects the MRR within the cylinder: “Longer ignition delays contribute to an 
increase in premixed fuel charge that is formed during the ignition period.  What appears 
to be a small change in ignition delay can cause a large change in the amount of premixed 
fuel available for uncontrolled combustion because the rate of fuel being injected 
increases rapidly during the delay period.”  Figure 6 displays the results and correlations 
this study found between CN and MRR. 
 
Figure 6.  Max Rate of Rise vs. CN 2,000 rpm, 1/2 load, 75ᴼ F inlet air.  From [13] 
Another study by Caton et al. compared the IGD of more than 20 simple, pure 
fuel components using a single cylinder Diesel engine known as a Cooperative Fuels 
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Research Engine (CFR) [15].  The goal of this study was to identify which fuel properties 
affected IGD and to find a correlation between those properties and IGD.  The study 
concluded that a longer IGD was generally observed with decreasing liquid fuel density, 
kinematic viscosity, and liquid-air surface tension.  Longer IGD were also observed for 
fuels with higher fuel volatility, as measured by boiling point and vapor pressure [15].  
Figure 7 displays the correlation between CN and IGD found in this study. 
 
Figure 7.  Ignition Delay in CAD and time (ms) of various pure component and 
conventional and synthetic fuel mixtures with respect to CN. From [15]. 
3. Determining SOI with Unit Injectors 
At the University of Michigan, Filipi et al. [16] used a strain gauge mounted on 
the rocker arm that actuates the unit injector to determine SOI.  The unit injector in this 
study was electronically controlled and used in a turbocharged heavy duty direct injected 
Diesel engine.  SOI was found by first converting the strain signal to pressure then 
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graphed as a function of CAD.  Figure 8 displays a graph of this study’s results.  The 
injection pressure was determined by the following equation, where plF is the force acting 












Figure 8.  Injection Pressure Histories, 100%, 80% and 20% load points.  From [16]. 
4. Summary 
Based on the research above it is known that HRD used in different types of 
Diesel engines reduces fuel consumption and lessens NOx, HC, CO, and particulate 
emissions when compared to petroleum based Diesel.  Multiple studies have confirmed 
that the higher the CN fuel used - the shorter the IGD.  A MRR comparison between CN 
fuels spanning from 35 to 55 determined that within that CN range MRR decreases as CN 
increases.  A thorough combustion performance analysis of HRD, investigating IGD, PP, 
AOP, and CD of HRD compared to conventional Diesel has been done in a four-stroke 
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indirect injected Diesel engine which concluded that HRD use resulted in satisfactory 
performance. 
5. Uncertainty in Literature 
A detailed combustion performance analysis including metrics such as IGD, PP, 
MRR, CD and CP on HRD has not been conducted using all representative Navy engines, 
such as a two-stroke direct injected Diesel. 
D. OBJECTIVES 
1. Test and Measure 
Successfully operate the two-stroke direct injected Detroit Diesel test engine on 
algae-based HRD fuel, F-76 and blends of the two, measuring relevant combustion cycle 
quantities, including in-cylinder pressure, crank-angle position, and air-fuel flow rates.  
2. Determine and Compare Combustion Characteristics 
Reduce the acquired data across speed and load ranges of the engine to calculate 
and compare the following combustion characteristics of the fuels tested: 
• Start of Injection 
• Ignition Delay 
• Max Rate of Pressure Rise 
• Peak Pressure 
• Angle of Peak Pressure 
• Combustion Duration 
• Combustion Phasing 
3. Articulate Differences and Potential Problem Areas with HRD and 
HRD/F-76 blend use in Naval Diesel Engines. 
Understand and explain differences between HRD and F-76 in order to find any 
areas of problematic operation when using HRD or HRD/F-76 blends as drop-in 




Chapter II describes the engine and experimental setup used to obtain the 
combustion data. 
Chapter III covers the experimental procedures. 
Chapter IV discusses the heat release rate analysis and key metrics used to 
compare the HRD, F-76 and blends combustion performance. 
Chapter V gives the experimental results and discusses the findings. 
Chapter VI provides the conclusions obtained from the results. 
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II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
A. TEST ENGINE 
1. Detroit Diesel 3-53 
The engine used in the study is an in-line three-cylinder, direct injected two-
stroke Detroit Diesel 3-53.  The engine utilizes a roots blower to boost the intake air.  The 
engine utilizes a uniflow-scavenging configuration with intake ports around the cylinder 
walls and 4 exhaust valves per cylinder.  Table 1 lists the key specifications and the 
engine is pictured in Figure 9.  This engine was used to power the Army semi-
amphibious vehicle, the Gamma Goat.  It is representative of many Diesel engines 
currently in use by the Navy. 
Table 1.   Specifications for Detroit 3-53. From [17]. 
Model Number 5033-5001N 
Number of Cylinders 3 
Bore and Stroke 3.875 x 4.5 inches 
Engine Displacement 159 cubic inches 
Compression Ratio 21:1 
Maximum Power Output 101 hp at 2,800 RPM 
Peak Torque 205 ft-lbs at 1,560 RPM 
Brake Mean Effective Pressure 97 lb/in2 
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Figure 9.  Test Engine: Detroit Diesel 3-53 
2. Dynamometer and Engine Controls 
Engine operation is controlled by a SuperFlow SF-901 system.  Key components 
of the system include a water brake dynamometer, fuel supply system, engine cooling 
system and the engine control console.  The engine is instrumented with oil, cooling 
water, and exhaust temperature sensors, a 6.5 inch diameter air intake flow meter, two 
fuel turbine flow meters and an oil pressure sensor.  The instrument signals feed into the 
SuperFlow system to allow monitoring of brake performance and operating conditions.  
A companion computer system running SuperFlow’s data acquisition software, WinDyn, 




Figure 10.  SuperFlow Control Console 
B. FUEL SYSTEM 
1. Fuel Distribution Stand 
To accommodate testing of HRD and HRD blends with the existing Diesel fuel 
system, a fuel distribution and delivery stand was designed and built (Figure 11).  The 
stand contains the needed valve logic, filtration and transfer pumps for selecting the 
requisite fuel for testing.  Switching between a test fuel and Diesel was accomplished by 
turning the proper sequence of valves located on the top of the stand.  Along with proper 
flushing, this system ensures no cross contamination between fuels can occur.  
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Figure 11.  Fuel Distribution Stand 
2. Gravimetric Fuel System 
To accurately determine the specific fuel consumption and efficiency of the 
engine, a gravimetric fuel system was constructed (Figure 12).  A flow diagram of the 
entire fuel system is shown in Figure 13.   
The gravimetric system consists of a stainless steel basket used to hold the fuel 
which is attached to a Futek model LSB303 load cell.  A fuel resistant rubber gasket is 
used to isolate the basket from its supply-and-return tubing to ensure the load cell only 
weighs the basket and the fuel within it.  The load cell signal is sent to a data acquisition 




Figure 12.  Gravimetric System 
 
Figure 13.  Fuel Flow Diagram. 
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C. INJECTOR ROCKER ARM STRAIN GAUGE 
To characterize the SOI in the test engine a strain gauge was mounted on the 
rocker arm that actuates the mechanical unit injector.  A Micro-Measurements strain 
gauge model WK-06-062TT-350 was used.  The gauge was arranged in a half-bridge 
configuration and an instrumentation amplifier was developed to enhance the signal 
before it was recorded.  Figure 14 shows the gauge on the rocker arm during calibration. 
 
Figure 14.  Mechanical Injector Rocker Arm Strain Gauge. 
D. DATA ACQUISITION 
1. Pressure Sensor and Optical Encoder 
To obtain the necessary in-cylinder pressure measurements the engine has a 
Kistler type 6125A piezoelectric pressure sensor mounted in one of the glow plug ports.  
The glow plugs are unnecessary for the conditions within the engine test cell and 
therefore provide an ideal location for the sensor.  The Kistler sensor signal is first 
conditioned by a Kistler dual mode 5010 charge amplifier before entering the data 
acquisition system. 
A BEI Sensors DHM5 optical encoder with 0.5° resolution (720 pulses per 
revolution) is connected to the crank shaft via a flexible link.  In conjunction with the 
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pressure sensor this allows measurement of engine crank position. Crank position is 
measured in degrees with top center indicated as 0° or 360°. An optical isolator module 
from BEI is used to isolate the encoder signals before they are acquired by the computer 
system. This module also reduces common-mode noise by comparison of the 
complementary encoder channels. 
 
Figure 15.  BEI Optical Encoder 
2. Data Acquisition Systems 
a. LabVIEW 
A National Instruments (NI) LabVIEW based data acquisition (DAQ) was 
used to acquire signals from the rocker arm strain gauge, gravimetric load cell, cyclinder 
pressure sensor, and optical encoder.  A stand-alone computer running LabVIEW 2010 
software and two NI DAQ boards, NI PCI-6281 and NI PCI-6602 (counter-timer specific 
board), was used to acquire data from the engine system.  The pressure, strain gauge and 
fuel weight signals are input into the NI PCI-6281 DAQ board via a NI SCB-68 
connector block and the encoder signal first enters a NI BNC-2121 connecter block 
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before entering the NI PCI-6602 DAQ board.  The LabVIEW virtual instrument (VI) 
records data at a rate of 50 kHz. 
 
Figure 16.  LabVIEW Setup 
b. Hi-Techniques Synergy System 
A Hi-Techniques Synergy Data Acquisition System was also used to 
collect the pressure and encoder data.  This system is Windows 7, PC based which runs 
Hi-Techniques REVelation II Combustion Analysis Software.  Unlike the LabVIEW 
system, which acquires data on a time basis, the Synergy System is triggered to record 
the pressure signal by the encoder or every 0.5 CAD or 720 pulses per revolution.  Figure 
17 depicts the Synergy setup. 
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Figure 17.  Synergy System Setup. From [18]. 
E. FUELS TESTED 
Algae HRD and F-76 were provided to NPS by Naval Air Systems Command 
(NAVAIR).  Operation of neat (100%) Algae HRD and F-76 was compared along with 
25/75, 50/50, and 75/25 blends of HRD/F76, respectively.  Combustion performance was 
compared to that of neat F-76.  The fuel blends were volumetrically mixed on the day of 
testing.  The HRD tested meets or exceeds most standards for F-76 listed in MIL-DTL-
16884L [19].  The density of HRD is 0.781 kg/L which is lower than the minimum 
standard of 0.8 kg/L.  The CN of HRD is higher than the upper limit of 67.  Tables 2 and 
3 provide a summary of the relevant properties of the fuels tested.  Table 2 lists ONR fuel 
data on HRD and F-76.  Table 3 has cetane numbers of HRD/F-76 blends obtained from 
testing by Southwest Research Institute (SwRI). 
The fuel was blended volumetrically using two liter (L) graduated cylinders with 
10 milliliter (mL) accuracy.  Prior to testing 12 L of each fuel blend was mixed, sufficient 
for all tests so remixing was not required.  After the proper amounts of HRD and F-76 
were measured, they were mixed in a five-gallon bucket.  The bucket was thoroughly 




1  Confirmed by SwRI Senior Research Scientist, Becky Nelson, to be an acceptable fuel blending 
technique [20] 
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Table 2.   Fuel Data. From [8]. 










D6890 -- 42 67 78 63 46 
Cloud 
Point D5773 °C 
 






14.7 13.8 12.9 
Heating 
Value D4809 MJ/kg 43.0 
 
44.1 43.3 42.6 
 
Table 3.   Cetane Number of HRD/F-76 Blends.   From [21] 








D613 56 66 72 
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III. TESTING PROCEDURES 
A. TEST MATRIX  
A test matrix of 10 speed load points was developed to represent the full operating 
range of the engine.  All fuels were tested on the same day at the same operating points.  
Before testing the engine was warmed up to normal operating conditions using 
conventional Diesel from the main fuel tank at MPL.  The order of testing is represented 
in Table 4 by the numbers within the matrix.  The temperature, humidity and pressure of 
the engine test cell were recorded for each speed load point for each fuel tested.  A 
standard operating procedure (SOP) was developed to ensure the accuracy and that all the 
necessary data was recorded. The testing SOP can be seen in Appendix B. 
Table 4.   Test matrix, engine speed and load. Numbers in matrix represent test order. 








Engine Speed [rpm] 
 550 1,100 1,650 2,200 
50 1 2 5  
100  3 6 9 
150  4 7 10 
190   8  
 
B. FUEL FLUSHING 
When switching between fuels, care was taken to ensure the fuel system had been 
completely flushed.  A detailed flushing procedure was developed and followed to ensure 
no fuel cross contamination.  A copy of the procedure is in Appendix A.  The SOP 
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provides instructions for changing fuels used within the basket or if switching to a test 
fuel after using conventional Diesel from the main tank.  In short, a sufficient quantity of 
the next fuel to be tested was pumped through the systems components to purge the fuel 
remaining from the previous test.  That flushing fuel was then drained from the fuel 
basket and the test fuel was pumped in.   
C. FUEL CONSUMPTION 
The signal from the load cell attached to the fuel basket was calibrated to weight 
in pounds (lbs).  To obtain more accurate fuel consumption values, a LabVIEW script 
was developed to fit a line to weight data recorded over 90 seconds using a least squares 
approach.  The slope of the line represents the fuel consumption of the engine in lbs/sec. 
D. IN-CYLINDER PRESSURE COLLECTION 
The Synergy and LabVIEW systems were used simultaneously to collect the 
pressure and CAD data for each speed load point tested.  The Synergy system collected 
100 cycles at 0.5° resolution and LabVIEW collected data at a rate of 50 kHz for 4 
seconds.  At 550 rpm LabVIEW was able to record 5,450 samples per revolution for 36 
complete cycles.  At 2,200 rpm LabVIEW collected 1,360 samples per revolution for 146 
complete cycles.  Internally, the LabVIEW model linearly interpolates between encoder 
counts (0.500°) to output CAD data discretized every 0.125°. The assumption behind this 
interpolation is that engine crankshaft speed varies insignificantly over the 0.5° region 
between encoder pulses. This interpolation allows much finer resolution of combustion 




A. HEAT RELEASE RATE ANALYSIS  
1. Overview 
A Heat Release Rate Analysis of the engine cycle data allows for the rate of 
energy released by the fuel within the engine to be determined during each increment of 
CAD.  The total energy of the system consists of the work done on the piston, the 
increase of internal energy of the air-fuel mixture and the heat transferred though the 
cylinder walls [22].  This analysis allows for important metrics like combustion phasing, 
combustion duration, and SOC to be determined.  When combustion changes from the 
premixed to the diffusion flame can also be determined from this analysis. 
The theory for the heat release analysis used in this thesis was adapted from 
official course notes from the internal combustion engines class at the US Naval 
Academy [23]. 
2. Control Mass Energy Analysis 
While the engine ports and valves are closed it is assumed no mass escapes the 
system (blowby gases are ignored).  Equation 3 represents the total energy change in the 
closed system. 
 HdU pdV Qδ= − −  (3) 
where U  equals the internal energy, p  represents the pressure within the cylinder, V  is 
the volume of the combustion chamber at any instant and the HQ  is the energy lost 
through the cylinder walls by heat transfer. This equation represents a first-law energy 
balance in which changes in internal energy are balanced by transfers of work or heat out 
of the control mass system. 
The internal energy of the fuel air mixture can be separated into its chemical and 
sensible heat parts. Knowing the change in sensible internal energy for ideal gases: 
  sensible vQ mc dTδ = , (4) 
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where m is mass, vc is specific heat at a constant volume and T is the temperature of the 
gas, and the change in chemical energy of the fuel-air mixture is represented by chQδ , dU 
becomes:  
 v chdU mc dT Qδ= +  (5) 
As the energy in the fuel is released, chQ
dt
δ , is negative so the signs become 
positive on the right hand side of Equation 3.  Substituting Equation 5 into Equation 3 
and dividing by dt yields: 
 ch Hv
Q dT QdVp mc
dt dt dt dt
δ δ
= + +  (6) 
Equation 6 shows that the rate of change in chemical energy of the fuel-air 
mixture (energy in the fuel) equals the rate of work done on the piston plus the rate of 
change of sensible energy within the cylinder plus the rate of heat transfer.  Figure 18 is a 
pictorial representation of this. 
 
Figure 18.  Heat Release Diagram.  Modified from [23] 
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To solve Equation 6, first differentiate the ideal gas law and solve for dT , treating 
mRspec as a constant: 
 specpV mR T=  (7) 
 
 specVdp pdV mR dT+ = ×  (8) 
 




= +  (9) 








Substituting Equation 9 and 10 into Equation 6 yields: 
 1
1 1
ch HQ Qk dV dpp V





Equation 11 was used to determine the heat release rate for this thesis.  From the 





 are known.  The ratio of specific heats 
for the combustion chamber gases and the heat transfer term still needs to be determined. 
3. Determining k for the Combustion Gases 
The value of k varies with temperature and therefore the combustion gas 





=  (12) 
To find the mass of the combustion gases in the cylinder to solve Equation 12, the 
timing of when the intake ports and exhaust valves are closed is needed.   For cylinder 
one this was determined to be between -90 CAD and 90 CAD from the event timing bar 




Figure 19.  Detroit Diesel 3-53 Engine Event Timing 
By assuming the temperature of the air during the gas exchange process is 350 K, 
knowing the pressure of the intake air measured from the manifold and by calculating the 
volume of the combustion chamber at -90 CAD, the ideal gas law can be used to solve for 
the mass of the combustion gases.  Now that the mass is known, CGT can be solved for. 
4. Determining the Heat Transfer Term 
The heat transfer to the surroundings of the engine is assumed to be all due to 
convection and solved using Equation 13, the convective heat transfer equation: 
 ( )H C CG WQ h A T Tδ = −  (13) 
The instantaneous surface area, A, of the combustion chamber is solved knowing 
the engine geometry and the CAD.  The temperature of the combustion chamber walls, 
TW, was assumed to be constant at 400 K.   
The convective heat transfer coefficient, hc, was estimated using Woschni’s 
correlation, referenced in Heywood [24]. 
 ( )2 0.2 0.8 0.55 0.8/ 3.26 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( / )ch W m K B m p kPa T K w m s− −⋅ =  (14) 
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In the above correlation; B is the cylinder bore, the pressure, p is the instantaneous 
cylinder pressure and T equals CGT . The w above represents the average cylinder gas 
velocity and is defined by the following: 
 
_
1 2 ( )d rp m
r r
V Tw C S C P P
PV
 
= + − 
   (15) 
where 
_
pS  is the average piston speed in m/s, dV is the cylinder displaced volume in m
3, Tr 
(K), Pr (kPa), and Vr (m3) are of the combustion chamber gases at a reference state.  In 
this thesis, the reference state was chosen at the location of exhaust valve closing at -90 
CAD.  In Equation 15, Pm  (kPa) is the motored cylinder pressure at the same CAD as P 
(kPa).  The constants for Equation 13 are defined below: 
For the gas exchange period (90 CAD to -90 CAD):  C1=6.18, C2=0 
For the compression period (-90 CAD to SOC):  C1=2.28, C2=0 
For the combustion period (SOC – 90CAD):   C1=2.28, C2=3.24×10-3 
5. Heat Transfer Coefficient Scaling 
The heat transfer coefficient found using Woschni’s correlation provides an 
accurate profile of the heat transfer throughout an engine’s cycle however it needs to be 
scaled for use with a specific engine and for different speed-load conditions.  In order to 
determine an accurate scaling coefficient, the fuel energy for one cycle is compared to the 
predicted total energy release determined by the cumulative heat release rate. Assuming 
complete combustion, the total energy release should match the incoming fuel energy.  
This assumption is valid when the engine is operating normally- not sputtering or 
emitting black smoke, clear indicators that the all of the fuel has not burned. 
 The energy in fuel per revolution (FCR), is determined from the fuel 
consumption (FC) data found by the gravimetric system:  
 
1 1( / ) ( / ) 60( / min) (min/ ) ( / )
2.205
FC lbs s kg lbs s rev FCR kg rev
EngRPM
× × × =
 (16) 
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Next the lower heating value (LHV) of the fuel is used to determine the energy 
per cycle: 
 
61( / ) ( / ) ( ) 1 10 ( / )
3
JFCR kg rev LHV MJ kg cylinders J MJ FE
rev
× × × × =
  (17) 
The heat transfer coefficient is then scaled so the cumulative energy release is 
equivalent to the energy in the fuel. 
B. COMBUSTION METRICS ANALYSIS 
Using the principles outlined in the explanation of the heat release analysis, the 
above analysis was conducted by post-processing raw engine data using a code based in 
MATLAB.  First, text files of the pressure data were read into MATLAB and the 
multiple revolutions collected for the speed-load points were each individually analyzed 
for all the relevant combustion metrics. Metrics for each cycle were then averaged 
together to determine a mean metric value for that operating point. 
To accurately compare the different combustion performance metrics in 
MATLAB mathematical methods needed to be created to consistently determine the 
metrics such as SOC.  To determine SOC, first the max slope of the heat release rate was 
found.  Then a linear projection was made from the max slope point and the intersection 
with zero (baseline) heat release was used to indicate SOC.  Figure 20 is a pictorial 
representation of hoe SOC is determined. 
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Figure 20.  Determining Start of Combustion  
Combustion duration (CD) for this thesis was defined as the CAD from when 
10% of the fuel was consumed to when 90% of the fuel was consumed (CAD90-
CAD10).  CAD10 and CAD90 are determined using the cumulative sum of the heat 
release rate.  Combustion phasing (CP) is defined as the corresponding CAD where 50% 
of the fuel is consumed (CAD50).  CAD50 was also calculated from the cumulative sum 
of the heat release rate.  Figure 21 displays CAD10, CAD50 and CAD90 on a cumulative 
heat release curve. 
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Figure 21.  Determining CAD10, CAD50 and CAD90 
MRR, PP, and AOP were all determined from the pressure trace.  MRR is the 
maximum slope of the pressure trace in bar/CAD.  PP is the maximum pressure and AOP 
is the CAD corresponding to the PP. 
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V. RESULTS AND DISSCUSSION 
A. CHARACTERIZING START OF INJECTION 
Because CN is the most conspicuous difference between HRD and F-76, 
measuring the IGD differences between the tested fuels and blends is a primary goal of 
this work.  Because IGD is the difference between SOC and SOI, both must first be 
determined.  Before this investigation it was not known how SOI, for the test engine, 
changed with engine speed, load or most importantly for this paper; with varying fuel 
types like HRD and F-76.  Therefore, strain gage signals from the rocker arm were 
analyzed to compare how speed, load and fuel type affected the apparent SOI. 
Figure 22 shows the strain gauge signal traces at 1,650 rpm and 50, 100, 150 and 
190 ft-lbs of torque all for the same fuel, F-76.  The signal shows an increase in strain just 
before TC and reaches max strain soon after.  This trace looks very similar to what was 
shown in Figure 8 from Filipi et al. [16], including the trend in magnitudes with 
increasing load. 
 
Figure 22.  Raw Strain Gauge Signal, F-76 at 1,650 rpm Different Loads 
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The exact SOI point cannot be determined unambiguously without in situ 
confirmation of SOI (e.g. from an optical window).  However, SOI occurs nominally at 
10 CAD BTC, and qualitative trends with speed, load, and fuel type can be determined 
from the strain gauge data.  The signal was plagued by vertical drift and some noise, so in 
order to compare strain traces when one variable was changed, the signal needed to be 
vertically shifted.  They were shifted to best horizontally align the initial increase of 
strain common to all traces. If the signals then overlapped each other SOI was taken to 
have occurred at the same time.  If a signal was to the left of the of the reference trace, 
SOI advanced and if it was to the right SOI was later.  This method is not suited for 
determining the exact difference in SOI between traces, but it is certainly sufficient to 
determine qualitative characteristics. 
Figure 23 shows as load was increased for a constant speed of 1,650 rpm, SOI 
advanced.  This trend was consistent for other engine speeds.   
 
Figure 23.  Aligned Strain Gauge Signal, F-76 at 1,650 rpm Different Loads 
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Figure 24 is a plot of the injector rocker arm strain where the load was held 
constant at 50 ft-lbs and the speed was varied.  Figure 21 shows that as speed is increased 
SOI is retarded.  This trend is consistent for 100 and 150 ft-lbs. 
 
Figure 24.  Strain Gauge Signal, F-76 at 50 ft-lbs Different Speeds 
Figure 25 is a plot of the strain signal from neat F-76, HRD, and the three blends 
for 1,650 rpm and 150 ft-lbs.  It shows that the SOI is insensitive to fuel change because 
all the traces fall on top of one another.  This result is very important.  Even though the 
SOI cannot yet be determined explicitly, we know for this engine, SOI occurs at the same 
CAD for F-76, HRD and blends of the two at the same speed load points.  This allows 
comparison of relative differences in IGD between F-76 and HRD at the same speed-load 
points. 
 IGD = SOC – SOI (18) 
 ΔIGD = IGD1 – IGD2 = (SOC – SOI)1 –(SOC – SOI)2 (19) 
Subscripts 1 and 2 indicate different fuel types but at the same speed-load point.  
Since SOI is the same for IGD1 and IGD2 Equation 19 reduces to: 
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 ΔIGD = SOC1 – SOC2 (20) 
 
Figure 25.  Strain Gauge Signal, All Fuels at 1,650 rpm 150 ft-lbs 
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B. PRESSURE VS. CRANK ANGLE 
Figure 26 shows a pressure trace of F-76 at a moderate speed and load point.  The 
pressure in the cylinder closely follows an isentropic compression curve until SOC.  The 
approximate locations where the exhaust valves open (EVO) and close (EVC), as well as 
where the intake ports open (IPO) and close (IPC) along with SOC are labeled on Figure 23. 
 
Figure 26.  Pressure Trace, F-76 at 1,650 rpm 150 ft-lbs 
Figure 27 shows pressure traces of F-76 at 1,650 rpm at different loads.  It shows 
the higher pressures needed to produce higher torque.  Figure 28 is an enlarged view of 
Figure 27 and more clearly shows the differences in SOC and peak pressures for the 




Figure 27.  Pressure Trace, F-76 at 1,650 rpm and Different Loads 
 
Figure 28.  Pressure Trace, F-76 at 1,650 rpm and Different Loads 
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The pressure traces of F-76 and HRD at the same speed and load are shown in 
Figure 29.  From this trace initial interpretations can be made for SOC, MRR, PP, and 
CD differences between the two fuels.  HRD has an earlier SOC, a lower MRR, a lower 
PP and longer CD. 
  
Figure 29.  Pressure Traces, HRD and F-76 at 1,650 rpm 150 ft-lbs 
C. HEAT RELEASE 
Figure 30 shows the heat release rate of HRD and F-76 for 1,650 rpm and 150 ft-
lbs.  Several important differences are evident.  Heat release rate from HRD starts earlier 
and its maximum is much lower suggesting that SOC is earlier. Advanced SOC implies a 
shorter IGD, as expected based on CN differences. Due to the lower rate of heat release, a 
lower rate of pressure rise is also expected.  On the figure, the point where the premixed 
combustion in the cylinder ends and the controlled diffusion flame combustion begins, is 
marked.  The premixed combustion phase of HRD ends earlier but starts sooner when 
compared to F-76. 
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Figure 30.   Heat Release Rate, HRD and F-76 at 1,650 rpm 150 ft-lbs 
The cumulative heat release curves for HRD and F-76 at 1,650 rpm and 150 ft-lbs 




Figure 31.  Cumulative Heat Release, HRD and F-76 at 1,650 rpm 150 ft-lbs  
D. IGNITION DELAY 
Table 5 lists the IGD difference between neat HRD and F-76 in CAD and 
milliseconds (ms) for all the operating points.  Figure 32 graphically displays IGD 
differences in CAD on a contour plot and Figure 33 shows the IGD differences based on 
time. 
Table 5.   Ignition Delay Difference (CAD [ms]): IGDHRD-IGDF76 






  50 100 150 190 
550 -1.60 [-0.48] X X X 
1,100 -2.07 [-0.31] -2.13 [-0.32] -1.87 [-0.28] X 
1,650 -2.47 [-0.25] -2.50 [-0.25] -2.51 [-0.25] -2.48 [-0.25] 
2,200 X -2.48 [-0.19] -2.43 [-0.18] X 
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Figure 32.  Ignition Delay Difference (CAD): IGDHRD-IGDF76  
 
Figure 33.  Ignition Delay Difference (ms): IGDHRD-IGDF76  
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Ignition delay decreased as percent HRD in the fuel increased, which directly 
corresponds to the increased CN of the fuel.  Figure 34 is a plot of the difference between 
HRD and blends with F-76 at 1,650 rpm and different loads.  The figure shows the strong 
relationship between the change in IGD as percent HRD increases.  A 2.5 CAD change in 
IGD was the maximum which was found for engine speeds of 1,650 and 2,200 rpm at all 
loads.  The minimum change in IGD was observed at 550 rpm and 50 ft-lbs.  Based on 
time the difference in IGD varied from 0.48 to 0.18 ms. 
 
Figure 34.  Ignition Delay Difference at 1,650 rpm and Different Loads: IGD%HRD-IGDF76 
E. MAX RATE OF PRESSURE RISE 
Max rate of pressure rise is an important metric which represents the dynamic 
stress on the piston and cylinder experience due to combustion.  More stress on the 
engine can lead to parts failing and decreased reliability.  Also, MRR is related to engine 
noise, which is important for both commercial and military applications.  The higher CN 
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HRD and HRD blends resulted in lower MRR.  The shorter IGD results in less fuel-air 
premixing at SOC, which in turn results in a smaller initial premixed burn leading to a 
slower rate of pressure rise in the cylinder [13].   
Table 6 lists the differences of MRR at each speed load point.  Figure 35 displays 
these differences on a contour plot.  Figure 36 shows the MRR for the different fuels at 
1,650 rpm and different loads.  Max rate of rise was substantially lower for HRD across 
the speed load map.  The maximum difference was a 4.5 bar/CAD decrease at 1,650 rpm 
and 150 ft-lbs.  This was a 55% reduction.  The minimum change was 1.8 bar/CAD or 
32% less at 1,650 rpm and 50 ft-lbs. 
Table 6.   Max Rate of Pressure Rise Difference (bar/CAD): MMRHRD-MMRF76 






  50 100 150 190 
550 -3.58    
1,100 -4.37 -4.53 -2.99  
1,650 -1.77 -3.98 -4.54 -2.88 
2,200  -2.18 -2.08  
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Figure 35.  Max Rate of Rise Difference (bar/CAD): MRRHRD-MRRF76 
 
Figure 36.  Max Rate of Rise, All Fuels at 1,650 rpm and Different Loads 
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F. PEAK PRESSURE 
Peak pressure is a measure of max stress due to combustion on the piston and 
cylinder.  Like MRR the higher stresses caused by higher PP can affect long term 
reliability.  Peak pressure decreased across the speed load map for HRD compared to F-76.  
Table 7 lists these differences.  Figure 37 is a contour plot of the Table 7 data and Figure 35 
shows the trend of decreasing PP as percent HRD is increased for different loads at 1,650 
rpm.  The values of peak pressures at 1,650 rpm for all the fuels is also displayed in Figure 
38.  The max decrease in PP of 4.6 bar or 6% occurred at 1,650 rpm and 50 ft-lbs.  The 
minimum difference was 0.45 bar or 0.6% lower at 550 rpm and 50 ft-lbs. 
 
Table 7.   Peak Pressure Difference (bar): PPHRD-PPF76 






  50 100 150 190 
550 -0.45 
   1,100 -3.60 -1.46 -1.98 







Figure 37.  Peak Pressure Difference (bar): PPHRD-PPF76 
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Figure 38.  Peak Pressure, All Fuels at 1,650 rpm and Different Loads 
G. ANGLE OF PEAK PRESSURE 
There was not much of a difference between AOP of HRD and F-76.  However, 
AOP of HRD did retard slightly.  Table 8 shows that AOP was later for all operating 
point but one.  The greatest AOP difference of 0.9 CAD occurred at 1,100 rpm 50 ft-lbs.  
AOP advanced at 1,650 rpm 150 ft-lbs.  Figure 39 is a contour plot of the Table 8 and 
Figure 40 displays AOP for all fuels at 1,650 rpm and different loads. 
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Table 8. Angle of Peak Difference (CAD): AOPHRD-AOPF76 
 






  50 100 150 190 
550 0.06    
1,100 0.86 0.47 0.01  
1,650 0.88 0.29 -0.03 0.23 
2,200  0.79 0.29  
 
Figure 39.  Angle of Peak Difference (CAD): AOPHRD-AOPF76 
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Figure 40.  Angle of Peak, All Fuels at 1,650 rpm and Different Loads 
H. COMBUSTION DURATION 
The CD difference of HRD and F-76 is shown in Table 9 and in the contour plot 
of Figure 41.  CD of HRD increased across the speed load map.  An earlier SOC meant 
less premixed fuel and air when combustion began which caused a slower heat release 
rate all leading to a CD increase.  Since the CD is longer the average pressure within the 
cylinder does not need to be as high to obtain the same output from the engine.  The 
maximum change in CD of 3.2 CAD or an 8% increase occurred at 1,650 rpm and 50 ft-
lbs.  The minimum change in CD of 0.7 CAD or a 2% increase occurred at 550 rpm and 




Table 9. Combustion Duration Difference (CAD): (CAD90-CAD10)HRD-
(CAD90-CAD10)F76 






  50 100 150 190 
550 0.69    
1,100 2.91 2.26 2.32  
1,650 3.16 2.33 2.79 1.90 
2,200  2.24 1.85  
 




Figure 42.  Combustion Duration, All Fuels at 1,650 rpm and Different Loads 
I. COMBUSTION PHASING 
The CP difference between HRD and F-76 is shown in Table 10 and in the 
contour plot of Figure 43.  Figure 44 graphically displays that CP is retarded as percent 
HRD is increased.  At 550 rpm and 50 ft-lbs no difference between HRD and F-76 was 
observed and the max difference in CP was 1.8 CAD at 1,650 rpm and 50 ft-lbs of torque. 
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Table 10. Combustion Phasing Difference (CAD): CAD50HRD-CAD50F76 






  50 100 150 190 
550 -0.06    
1,100 1.47 0.85 0.87  
1,650 1.81 0.78 0.75 0.49 
2,200  0.86 0.7  
 
Figure 43.  Combustion Phasing Difference (CAD): CAD50HRD-CAD50F76 
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Figure 44.  Combustion Phasing, All Fuels at 1,650 rpm and Different Loads 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS 
The Detroit Diesel test engine was successfully operated on algae based HRD, F-
76 and HRD/F-76 blends while combustion cycle data was recorded including cylinder 
pressure, crank angle position, and air-fuel flow rates. 
The combustion performance metrics laid out in the thesis objectives were 
determined and compared between HRD and HRD/F-76 blends to F-76. 
While the exact start of injection was not determined, important qualitative 
differences for the timing of SOI were found.  As load increased SOI advanced and when 
speed increased SOI retarded. There was no change in SOI between the use of the 
different fuels allowing ignition delay to be compared. 
With the much higher cetane number of HRD a shorter ignition delay than F-76 
was expected and was found in this research.  The maximum decrease in ignition delay 
for neat HRD was 2.5 crank angle degrees compared with the same operating point of F-
76.  This shorter ignition delay reduced the max rate of pressure rise by as much as 55% 
and lowered peak pressure by 6%.  The angle of peak pressure was minimally affected 
but did show a consistent trend, slightly retarded.  Combustion duration of HRD 
increased by as much as 8% or 3.2 crank angle degrees also due to the shorter ignition 
delay and slower heat release rate.  Combustion phasing of neat HRD retarded slightly 
with the largest shift of 1.8 crank angle degrees. 
HRD and HRD/F-76 blends combustion performance was comparable to F-76, 
suggesting good performance in engines similar to the direct injected two-stroke Detroit 
Diesel at NPS.  In the course of testing across a wide range of speeds and loads, no 
evidence of any operability problems were encountered.  The significant reduction in 
max rate of pressure rise and moderate reduction in peak pressure suggests less dynamic 
and maximum stresses - increasing engine life and reducing noise, beneficial to both 
commercial and military applications. 
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APPENDIX A FUEL SYSTEM FLUSHING SOP 
The following procedures were developed to standardize and ensure proper flushing of the fuel 
distribution system between the use of different fuels.  These steps were written for the Detroit 
Diesel 3-53 in the Naval Postgraduate School’s Marine Propulsion Lab.   
 
Flushing the Alt Fuel Basket 
1. No valves need to be switched to flush the basket 
2. Drain the fuel basket and fuel/water separator 
3. Connect the fuel can to the fuel line 
4. Run pumps 2 and 3 until the basket is one third full  
5. Drain the basket into a waste fuel bucket 
 
Flushing the fuel system from the Basket to the Engine 
1. After flushing the Alt fuel basket, fill it half full with the fuel to be tested 
2. Set valve 5 to Purge and ensure the purge hose end is in the waste fuel collection bottle 
3. Set valve 4 to Diesel 2 (Alt Purge) 
4. Set valves 1, 2 and 3 on the fuel stand to the Alt fuel setting 
5. Run pump 1 until the fuel basket is one quarter full purging the fuel into the collection 
bottle 
6. Set valve 4 to Alt fuel   
7. Run pump 1 for 15 seconds 
8. Drain the fuel from the basket 
Now the system has been flushed and the valves are set correctly for testing a fuel from the 
Basket. 
 
Flushing for Alt Fuel to Diesel 2 Tank 
1. Set valve 5 to purge and ensure the purge hose end is in the waste fuel collection bottle 
2. Set valve 1 and 4 to Diesel 2 
3. Set valves 2 and 3 to Alt run (this bypasses the Diesel filter) 
4. Pump Diesel 2 though the system into the collection bottle for 20 seconds 
5. Set valves 2 and 3 to Diesel 2 
6. Set valve 5 to Diesel 2 
Now the system has been flushed of Alt fuels and the valves are set correctly to run Diesel 2 from 
the outside tank. 
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APPENDIX B TESTING PROCEDURES 
Engine and Equipment Preparation 
1. Warm up engine on Diesel 2: 
a. Oil pressure 20 psi plus or minus 5 psi 
b. Cooling water temperature state steady at 160°F 
c. Oil temperature at 150°F 
2. Shut down the engine 
3. After following the standard flushing procedures fill the fuel basket with the test fuel. 
4. When testing the comparison between F-76 and Algae HRD the order of fuels to be 
tested is as follows:  
1. 100% F-76  
2. 75/25 F-76/HRD  
3. 50/50 F-76/HRD 
4. 25/75 F-76/HRD 
5. 100% HRD  
5. When testing the comparison between F-76 and SPK the order of fuels to be tested is as 
follows:  
1. 100% F-76  
2. 75/25 F-76/SPK  
3. 50/50 F-76/SPK 
4. 25/75 F-76/SPK 
5. 100% SPK 
6. Obtain data for all the points on the test matrix.  Start at the lowest engine rpm and torque 
setting.  Keep the engine rpm the same and vary the torque to gather the data for that 
particular rpm.  Increase the rpm to the next test speed and collect data for the torque 
range.  Continue with this procedure. 
7. Ensure that all of the data collection systems are on and running properly:   
a. Synergy System 
b. LabVIEW Cylinder Pressure 
c. LabVIEW Fuel Weight 
d. Superflow WinDyn  
Fuel Testing 
1. Ensure fuel basket is full of test fuel and pump 1 on the fuel stand in on. 
2. Start engine and run for 5 min. 
3. Set engine speed and load to 550 rpm and 50 ft-lbs. 
Recording Data and progressing through the Test Matrix 
1. Steady engine at prescribed speed and load and record. 
2. Start the fuel consumption measurement. 




c. Atmospheric pressure 
4. Record the λ reading. 
5. Record the manifold pressure. 
6. Save the cycle data in the Synergy system. 
7. Save cycle data in LabVIEW. 
8. Once fuel consumption measurement is finished record the value. 




APPENDIX C SUMMARY OF HEAT RELEASE MATLAB CODE 
The following are a list of the MATLAB scripts and functions used to perform the 
heat release rate analysis to determine the combustion performance metrics.  The entire 
code is stored in the NPS MPL. 
 
ECA_analysis_loop.m – script 
 ECA_input_data.xls – excel spread sheet 
 ECA_analyze_one_cycle – script 
  ECA_DD3_user_icp – function.  main input options 





















  ECA_int_local_max 
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RmPres[in Hg]:30.09 Start Time:0617 550 1100 1650 2200




Engine [Speed Rpm] Air Temp °C 22.5
Torque [ft*lbs] Rel Humidity 45.2
Crank Case Pressure [psia] Press [in H20]
Fuel consumption [lbs/sec]
Fuel time elapsed [sec]
Engine [Speed Rpm] Air Temp °C 23
Torque [ft*lbs] Rel Humidity 45
Crank Case Pressure [psia] Press [in H20]
Fuel consumption [lbs/sec]


























Engine [Speed Rpm] Air Temp °C 23.2
Torque [ft*lbs] Rel Humidity 44.4
Crank Case Pressure [psia] Press [in H20]
Fuel consumption [lbs/sec]
Fuel time elapsed [sec]
Engine [Speed Rpm] Air Temp °C 23.6
Torque [ft*lbs] Rel Humidity 43.3
Crank Case Pressure [psia] Press [in H20]
Fuel consumption [lbs/sec]
Fuel time elapsed [sec]
Engine [Speed Rpm] Air Temp °C 23.9
Torque [ft*lbs] Rel Humidity 42.8
Crank Case Pressure [psia] Press [in H20]
Fuel consumption [lbs/sec]
Fuel time elapsed [sec]
Engine [Speed Rpm] Air Temp °C 24.2
Torque [ft*lbs] Rel Humidity 42.5
Crank Case Pressure [psia] Press [in H20]
Fuel consumption [lbs/sec]
Fuel time elapsed [sec]
100

















90 λ value:  3.65




90 λ value: 5.2
Test 6 Test Cell Data
1650





Engine [Speed Rpm] Air Temp °C 24.7
Torque [ft*lbs] Rel Humidity 41.8
Crank Case Pressure [psia] Press [in H20]
Fuel consumption [lbs/sec]
Fuel time elapsed [sec]
Engine [Speed Rpm] Air Temp °C 25.2
Torque [ft*lbs] Rel Humidity 41.2
Crank Case Pressure [psia] Press [in H20]
Fuel consumption [lbs/sec]
Fuel time elapsed [sec]
Engine [Speed Rpm] Air Temp °C 26.1
Torque [ft*lbs] Rel Humidity 39.7
Crank Case Pressure [psia] Press [in H20]
Fuel consumption [lbs/sec]
Fuel time elapsed [sec]
Engine [Speed Rpm] Air Temp °C 26.6
Torque [ft*lbs] Rel Humidity 38.5
Crank Case Pressure [psia] Press [in H20]
Fuel consumption [lbs/sec]
Fuel time elapsed [sec]
Test 7 Test Cell Data
5.485*10^-3 File name:
90 λ value: 4




90 λ value:  3.0













90 λ value:  4.05
8.29*10^-3 File name:







RmPres[in Hg]:30.08 Start Time:0709 550 1100 1650 2200




Engine [Speed Rpm] Air Temp °C 25.2
Torque [ft*lbs] Rel Humidity 39.8
Crank Case Pressure [psia] Press [in H20]
Fuel consumption [lbs/sec]
Fuel time elapsed [sec]
Engine [Speed Rpm] Air Temp °C 25.6
Torque [ft*lbs] Rel Humidity 39.7
Crank Case Pressure [psia] Press [in H20]
Fuel consumption [lbs/sec]

























Engine [Speed Rpm] Air Temp °C 23.2
Torque [ft*lbs] Rel Humidity 44.4
Crank Case Pressure [psia] Press [in H20]
Fuel consumption [lbs/sec]
Fuel time elapsed [sec]
Engine [Speed Rpm] Air Temp °C 26.1
Torque [ft*lbs] Rel Humidity 39.4
Crank Case Pressure [psia] Press [in H20]
Fuel consumption [lbs/sec]
Fuel time elapsed [sec]
Engine [Speed Rpm] Air Temp °C 26.5
Torque [ft*lbs] Rel Humidity 39.2
Crank Case Pressure [psia] Press [in H20]
Fuel consumption [lbs/sec]
Fuel time elapsed [sec]
Engine [Speed Rpm] Air Temp °C 26.7
Torque [ft*lbs] Rel Humidity 39.4
Crank Case Pressure [psia] Press [in H20]
Fuel consumption [lbs/sec]
Fuel time elapsed [sec]
100

















90 λ value:  3.7




90 λ value: 5.15
Test 6 Test Cell Data
1650





Engine [Speed Rpm] Air Temp °C 27.1
Torque [ft*lbs] Rel Humidity 38.7
Crank Case Pressure [psia] Press [in H20]
Fuel consumption [lbs/sec]
Fuel time elapsed [sec]
Engine [Speed Rpm] Air Temp °C 27.5
Torque [ft*lbs] Rel Humidity 38.3
Crank Case Pressure [psia] Press [in H20]
Fuel consumption [lbs/sec]
Fuel time elapsed [sec]
Engine [Speed Rpm] Air Temp °C 28.1
Torque [ft*lbs] Rel Humidity 37.5
Crank Case Pressure [psia] Press [in H20]
Fuel consumption [lbs/sec]
Fuel time elapsed [sec]
Engine [Speed Rpm] Air Temp °C 28.5
Torque [ft*lbs] Rel Humidity 37.4
Crank Case Pressure [psia] Press [in H20]
Fuel consumption [lbs/sec]
Fuel time elapsed [sec]
Test 7 Test Cell Data
5.051*10^-3 File name:
90 λ value: 4.1




90 λ value:  2.95













90 λ value:  4.10
8.135*10^-3 File name:








RmPres[in Hg]:30.08 Start Time:0813 550 1100 1650 2200




Engine [Speed Rpm] Air Temp °C 26.1
Torque [ft*lbs] Rel Humidity 39.3
Crank Case Pressure [psia] Press [in H20]
Fuel consumption [lbs/sec]
Fuel time elapsed [sec]
Engine [Speed Rpm] Air Temp °C 26.2
Torque [ft*lbs] Rel Humidity 39.3
Crank Case Pressure [psia] Press [in H20]
Fuel consumption [lbs/sec]


























Engine [Speed Rpm] Air Temp °C 26.8
Torque [ft*lbs] Rel Humidity 39
Crank Case Pressure [psia] Press [in H20]
Fuel consumption [lbs/sec]
Fuel time elapsed [sec]
Engine [Speed Rpm] Air Temp °C 27.2
Torque [ft*lbs] Rel Humidity 39
Crank Case Pressure [psia] Press [in H20]
Fuel consumption [lbs/sec]
Fuel time elapsed [sec]
Engine [Speed Rpm] Air Temp °C 27.6
Torque [ft*lbs] Rel Humidity 38.1
Crank Case Pressure [psia] Press [in H20]
Fuel consumption [lbs/sec]
Fuel time elapsed [sec]
Engine [Speed Rpm] Air Temp °C 28.1
Torque [ft*lbs] Rel Humidity 37.6
Crank Case Pressure [psia] Press [in H20]
Fuel consumption [lbs/sec]
Fuel time elapsed [sec]
100

















90 λ value:  3.7




90 λ value: 5.15
Test 6 Test Cell Data
1650





Engine [Speed Rpm] Air Temp °C 28.3
Torque [ft*lbs] Rel Humidity 37.3
Crank Case Pressure [psia] Press [in H20]
Fuel consumption [lbs/sec]
Fuel time elapsed [sec]
Engine [Speed Rpm] Air Temp °C 28.7
Torque [ft*lbs] Rel Humidity 37
Crank Case Pressure [psia] Press [in H20]
Fuel consumption [lbs/sec]
Fuel time elapsed [sec]
Engine [Speed Rpm] Air Temp °C 29.3
Torque [ft*lbs] Rel Humidity 36
Crank Case Pressure [psia] Press [in H20]
Fuel consumption [lbs/sec]
Fuel time elapsed [sec]
Engine [Speed Rpm] Air Temp °C 29.7
Torque [ft*lbs] Rel Humidity 35.4
Crank Case Pressure [psia] Press [in H20]
Fuel consumption [lbs/sec]
Fuel time elapsed [sec]
Test 7 Test Cell Data
5.732*10^-3 File name:
90 λ value: 4.1




90 λ value:  2.95













90 λ value:  4.0
8.059*10^-3 File name:








RmPres[in Hg]:30.08 Start Time:0925 550 1100 1650 2200




Engine [Speed Rpm] Air Temp °C 25.9
Torque [ft*lbs] Rel Humidity 38.7
Crank Case Pressure [psia] Press [in H20]
Fuel consumption [lbs/sec]
Fuel time elapsed [sec]
Engine [Speed Rpm] Air Temp °C 26.9
Torque [ft*lbs] Rel Humidity 38.5
Crank Case Pressure [psia] Press [in H20]
Fuel consumption [lbs/sec]


























Engine [Speed Rpm] Air Temp °C 27.4
Torque [ft*lbs] Rel Humidity 38.6
Crank Case Pressure [psia] Press [in H20]
Fuel consumption [lbs/sec]
Fuel time elapsed [sec]
Engine [Speed Rpm] Air Temp °C 28
Torque [ft*lbs] Rel Humidity 37.6
Crank Case Pressure [psia] Press [in H20]
Fuel consumption [lbs/sec]
Fuel time elapsed [sec]
Engine [Speed Rpm] Air Temp °C 28.4
Torque [ft*lbs] Rel Humidity 37.2
Crank Case Pressure [psia] Press [in H20]
Fuel consumption [lbs/sec]
Fuel time elapsed [sec]
Engine [Speed Rpm] Air Temp °C 28.8
Torque [ft*lbs] Rel Humidity 37.2
Crank Case Pressure [psia] Press [in H20]
Fuel consumption [lbs/sec]
Fuel time elapsed [sec]
100

















90 λ value:  3.7




90 λ value: 5.25
Test 6 Test Cell Data
1650





Engine [Speed Rpm] Air Temp °C 29.1
Torque [ft*lbs] Rel Humidity 36.8
Crank Case Pressure [psia] Press [in H20]
Fuel consumption [lbs/sec]
Fuel time elapsed [sec]
Engine [Speed Rpm] Air Temp °C 29.5
Torque [ft*lbs] Rel Humidity 36.1
Crank Case Pressure [psia] Press [in H20]
Fuel consumption [lbs/sec]
Fuel time elapsed [sec]
Engine [Speed Rpm] Air Temp °C 30.3
Torque [ft*lbs] Rel Humidity 35.3
Crank Case Pressure [psia] Press [in H20]
Fuel consumption [lbs/sec]
Fuel time elapsed [sec]
Engine [Speed Rpm] Air Temp °C 30.8
Torque [ft*lbs] Rel Humidity 35.4
Crank Case Pressure [psia] Press [in H20]
Fuel consumption [lbs/sec]
Fuel time elapsed [sec]
Test 7 Test Cell Data
5.745*10^-3 File name:
90 λ value: 4.15




90 λ value:  2.9













90 λ value:  4.0
8.011*10^-3 File name:








RmPres[in Hg]:30.1 Start Time:1028 550 1100 1650 2200




Engine [Speed Rpm] Air Temp °C 27.7
Torque [ft*lbs] Rel Humidity 36.7
Crank Case Pressure [psia] Press [in H20]
Fuel consumption [lbs/sec]
Fuel time elapsed [sec]
Engine [Speed Rpm] Air Temp °C 28.5
Torque [ft*lbs] Rel Humidity 36
Crank Case Pressure [psia] Press [in H20]
Fuel consumption [lbs/sec]


























Engine [Speed Rpm] Air Temp °C 28.8
Torque [ft*lbs] Rel Humidity 36.6
Crank Case Pressure [psia] Press [in H20]
Fuel consumption [lbs/sec]
Fuel time elapsed [sec]
Engine [Speed Rpm] Air Temp °C 29.3
Torque [ft*lbs] Rel Humidity 36.6
Crank Case Pressure [psia] Press [in H20]
Fuel consumption [lbs/sec]
Fuel time elapsed [sec]
Engine [Speed Rpm] Air Temp °C 29.5
Torque [ft*lbs] Rel Humidity 36.3
Crank Case Pressure [psia] Press [in H20]
Fuel consumption [lbs/sec]
Fuel time elapsed [sec]
Engine [Speed Rpm] Air Temp °C 29.8
Torque [ft*lbs] Rel Humidity 35.7
Crank Case Pressure [psia] Press [in H20]
Fuel consumption [lbs/sec]
Fuel time elapsed [sec]
1650
90 λ value: 6.6
4.054*10^-3 Run #:
90 λ value:  3.65




90 λ value: 5.15





















Engine [Speed Rpm] Air Temp °C 30
Torque [ft*lbs] Rel Humidity 36
Crank Case Pressure [psia] Press [in H20]
Fuel consumption [lbs/sec]
Fuel time elapsed [sec]
Engine [Speed Rpm] Air Temp °C 30.4
Torque [ft*lbs] Rel Humidity 35.8
Crank Case Pressure [psia] Press [in H20]
Fuel consumption [lbs/sec]
Fuel time elapsed [sec]
Engine [Speed Rpm] Air Temp °C 31.2
Torque [ft*lbs] Rel Humidity 35
Crank Case Pressure [psia] Press [in H20]
Fuel consumption [lbs/sec]
Fuel time elapsed [sec]
Engine [Speed Rpm] Air Temp °C 31.5
Torque [ft*lbs] Rel Humidity 34.9
Crank Case Pressure [psia] Press [in H20]
Fuel consumption [lbs/sec]
Fuel time elapsed [sec]
8.001*10^-3 File name:




90 λ value:  4.0








90 λ value:  3.0
Test 9 Test Cell Data
2200
90 λ value: 4.0





Test 7 Test Cell Data
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